Working Papers in Ethics and Moral Psychology

UPCOMING EVENTS:
3/12/2020: Stephen Grimm /Fordham University
4/23/2020: Claudia Passos-Ferreira /NYU
5/21/2020: L. Syd M. Johnson /SUNY Upstate Medical University

PAST EVENTS:
10/3/2019: Mark Sheehan /Oxford University
11/14/2019: Marianna Bergamaschi Ganapini /Union College
12/12/2019: Ross Colebrook /Baruch College

Working Papers in Ethics and Moral Psychology is a speaker series conducted under the auspices of the Icahn School of Medicine Bioethics Program. It is conceived as a working group where speakers are invited to present well-developed, as yet unpublished work. The focus of the group will be interdisciplinary, with a primary focus on topics in ethics, bioethics, neuroethics, and moral psychology.

JOIN THE WORKING PAPERS MAILING LIST AND RSVP TO: nada.gligorov@mssm.edu

NEXT EVENT:
THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 2020, 5:30-7:00PM
ANNENBERG 12-12

Stephen Grimm (Fordham University) “What is Philosophy as a Way of Life? Why Philosophy as a Way of Life?”

Stephen R. Grimm is a Professor of Philosophy at Fordham University and Chair of the Philosophy Department, specializing in epistemology, the philosophy of science, the philosophy of religion, and ethics. Prof. Grimm co-directed a NEH 2018 Summer Institute on "Reviving Philosophy as a Way of Life," and he is currently a lead faculty advisor on a Mellon Foundation grant for the “Philosophy as a Way of Life” project at Notre Dame.